Online since Pentecost 2010

geistreich (inspired) is a web-based portal of practical knowledge and experience from and for projects in European protestant churches. Church members can use it to share their experiences with other protestant churches in Europe.

How can you participate in geistreich?

You are invited to use the practice forum and share your experience with others!

Sign up now at www.geistreich.eu and share your experience with others! Become part of a constantly growing community and get exciting new ideas for your daily work in the church.

Geistreich lives from your active participation. You can tell others about projects in your parish. You can comment projects or share your experience when implementing a project from geistreich in your parish. Get support from others by solving your local challenges together or help others with challenges in their parish.

Who runs geistreich?

geistreich.eu (inspired) is part of the reform process “Church on the move”. It originates from a research project funded by the German Ministry of Education and Research and the European Social Fund. Research partners were the Protestant Church in Germany (EKD), the FernUniversität in Hagen, and the Knowledge Media Research Center (Tübingen). Since June 2012, it is fully managed by the EKD and sponsored by T-Systems.
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Bring in the crop!

geistreich is the good practice portal for the Protestant Churches in Europe

Sponsored by

EKD · T-Systems

Inspired
geistreich (inspired) is a web-based portal supporting the exchange of practical knowledge between volunteers and professional employees in the church. Its goal is to discover the treasure in church work and to enable networking among those active in the church.

What is geistreich?

geistreich is waiting for you

What does geistreich offer?

The website has five areas:

idea space – The marketplace for questions and ideas. Here ideas can be commonly developed, tips can be given and questions asked.

experience space – A collection of good practice. Here you can find and discuss experience reports on successful church projects and can post your own as well.

knowledge space – Lexicon of church knowledge and experience. This is a kind of Wikipedia filled with innovative church ideas. Together with others you can reflect and develop the knowledge and experience from other congregations.

social space – The area in which thematic and regional groups can connect and exchange information.

profile space – The area to see profiles, make contacts and send private messages.